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Abstract. A fuzzy control system for measuring methane concentration has been designed on 
the basis of FPGA. The fuzzy control algorithm and establishment of the fuzzy control rules 
are considered in detail, and implementation of the fuzzy control system is realized based on 
FPGA. Compared with traditional control methods, the system has a high control accuracy 
and unobvious hysteresis
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ratio is labeled as the output. The whole control system 
is a dual input and single output fuzzy control system. 
Block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1.

As a result of performing the fuzzy control algorithm 
in the system, selection of the system control strategy 
is in the MCU, so the circuit is simpler than that of the 
traditional strategy. When the system is activated, the gas 
concentration detector fulfills its purpose and outputs a 
millivolt level voltage signal proportional to the gas con-
centration. This electrical signal is transmitted to the A/D 
converter after filtering and amplification. The converted 
data is sent to the FPGA. The controller translates the 
voltage concentration based on the binary number of the 
input voltage and then outputs modulation signal to con-
trol an exhaust motor based on fuzzy control rules. The 
hardware component of the system is shown in Fig. 2.

The flammable catalyzing gas sensor MJC4/3.0L is 
used to detect gas density. The sensor is paired with the 
detecting element to make up two arms of the bridge. 
The resistance of the detector increases as a reaction to 
a flammable gas, and the output voltage of the bridge 
changes. The voltage increases with the increase of gas 
concentration, and there is a component for temperature 
and humidity compensation. The basic properties are as 
follows: linear output voltage of the bridge; quick re-
sponse; good repeatability; stable and reliable compo-
nents; resistance to H2S poisoning.

As shown in Fig. 3 of the sensor sensitivity curve, 
when gas is measured with the concentration of 0 ~ 3 %, 
the output voltage of the sensor is 0 ~ 65 mV, the entire 
voltage output is linear, which meets the design require-
ments of the system.

EP2C5Q208C8N is used as the main controller 
of the system. It is a cost-effective FPGA control chip 
lunched by Altera. It is a new type of a high-density PLD 
with the CMOS–SRAM process. It consists of a num-
ber of independent programmable logic modules that 
can be flexibly connected to each other and can form 
complex digital systems on a single chip. Because of 
the complex environment of the mine, it is necessary to 

Problem statement. Safety is a top priority in coal 
mining, and gas explosion is the biggest hazard in the 
sphere. Therefore, it is very important to design a gas 
concentration detection and control system with a high 
precision and hysteresis. Compared to a traditional con-
trol strategy in MCU, FPGA has the advantage of a high 
data-processing speed. The accuracy of the system with 
FPGA as the main controller is greatly increased, and 
lagging of the system is greatly reduced. It can effective-
ly detect and control gas concentration, which ensures 
the safety of the mine. With multiple I/O interfaces of 
FPGA, the system scalability is greatly increased, where-
as only one FPGA is used as the main controller in the 
variety of detection systems. Compared to a traditional 
measurement strategy with one testing equipment for 
one system, the difficulty of the PCB board system and 
the production cost of the circuit are greatly reduced. It 
is beneficial for the improvement of the enterprise eco-
nomic efficiency.

The traditional control strategy is built on the accu-
rate system transfer function. However, it is difficult to 
achieve, even if one can get the system transfer function, 
since some variables are not necessarily measurable. 
Thus, the system can not always meet the requirement of 
control accuracy and response time. With the fuzzy con-
trol method, unlike traditional means of control, accurate 
system transfer function is not necessary in the control 
system. Corresponding control rules can be designed ac-
cording to the requirements of the system and control 
experiences. The method of fuzzy control design is much 
easier compared to the traditional one. Because of the 
control method built by Verilog HDL language, when the 
system parameters are changed or the control strategy is 
ported to other systems, one can simply download the 
control rules to the FPGA. It reduces the cycle of system 
development and control costs.

Basic material.
 1. Implementation of fuzzy control system
Gas concentration and change rate are used as input 

parameters in the system. 500Hz modulation signal duty 

Fig. 2. Hardware component of the system

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the system

 



  2.1. Blur the concentration deviation
As shown in formula 1, the concentration error is de-

fined as P0 subtract Pt. Since the concentration range in 
the mine is set between 0 ~ 1 %, the measurement range 
of the sensor is 0 ~ 3 %, so the universe of concentration 
deviation error is [0 %, 2 %]. It is divided into 11 fuzzy 
subsets, and the relation of concentration errors to the 
corresponding fuzzy subsets is shown in Table 1.

error = P0 – Pt,                           (1)

where P0 is the setting concentration, and Pt is the mea-
sured concentration

  2.2. Fuzzy measure of concentration change rate
As shown in formula 2, the concentration change rate 

is defined as the value of the gas concentration change in 
the well in unit time. In this system, sampling time is 
set as 1 s; the gas concentration of the mine is detected 
every second.

Rate = (Pt – P0)/t = Error/t                  (2)
The basic universe of the rate is set as [–0.06, +0.06], 

it is divided into 7 fuzzy subsets. The relation between 
the fuzzy subsets and the corresponding concentration 
rates is shown in Table 2.

  2.3. Blur of system output
The system can adjust the wind speed of the fan by 

the output of the electrical signal ratio. Its basic universe 
is [0,100%], it is divided into 11 fuzzy subsets. The re-
lation between the fuzzy subsets and the duty cycles is 
shown in Table 3.

  2.4. Establishment of fuzzy control rules
The control rule of the dual-input single-output sys-

tem is “If error and rate then ratio”; according to the con-
trol rules of fans in the mine, the fuzzy control rules are 
shown in Table 4.

use more sensors to detect such signals as temperature, 
humidity and gas concentration. The traditional design 
scheme is one control chip for one system, which is not 
conducive to the management and maintenance of the 
system and increases the operation cost of the enterprise. 
On the contrary, in the FPGA as the main controller, be-
cause of many I/O ports, only one chip can be used for 
all signal detection and control. At the same time, the 
speed of FPGA processing data is at a decent level, so 
even for high-speed bit flow signals, such as audio and 
video ones, the FPGA can also be fully qualified. Based 
on the above, the advantages of using the FPGA as the 
main control chip, the whole system is highly integrated 
and has a high data-processing ability, the enterprise ex-
penses is saved, and the delay of the system is greatly  
reduced.

 2. Implementation of fuzzy control algorithm
According to the basic indicators of gas extraction 

in coal mines (AQ1026-2006) published by the state ad-
ministration of production supervision and administra-
tion (dated November 2, 2006), the gas concentration of 
the mine in the mining process shall not exceed 1% of the 
gas content. Therefore, the system only controls the part 
of over 1 % of the gas concentration.

Fig. 3. Sensor sensitivity characteristic curve

Table 1. Error blur of concentration difference

Error Fuzzy results Error Fuzzy results
0 0 [1.0,1.2] P5

[0,0.2] P0 [1.2,1.4] P6
[0.2,0.4] P1 [1.4,1.6] P7
[0.4,0.6] P2 [1.6,1.8] P8
[0.6,0.8] P3 [1.8,2.0] P9

[0.8,1.0] P4

Table 3. Ratio blur 

Ratio Fuzzy result Ratio Fuzzy result
0 0 [50 %,60 %] P5

[0 %,10 %] P0 [60 %,70 %] P6
[10 %,20 %] P1 [70 %,80 %] P7
[20 %,30 %] P2 [80 %,90 %] P8
[30 %,40 %] P3 [90 %,100 %] P9

[40 %,50 %] P4

Table 2. Concentration rate blur

Error Fuzzy result
[–0.06, –0.04] NL
[–0.04, –0.02] NM

[–0.02,0] NS
0 0

[0,0.02] PS
[0.02,0.04] PM
[0.04,0.06] PL



CONCLUSIONS. In the view of the complex de-
tection environment under the mine, there has been de-
signed a fuzzy gas concentration control system based 
on FPGA. The simulation of the system has been carried 
out, and the result shows that the system can fully meet 
the design requirements with a good reaction speed and 
minimum hysteresis. With the method of control rules 
written in ROM, the system operates accurately under 
control. By changing the fuzzy control rules, the system 
can be applied to other purposes of signal detection with-
out the need to adjust the system greatly. The portability 
of the system is greatly improved. Based on the advan-
tages of the FPGA multi I/O port, other signal detection 
systems can be connected to FPGA control, so that the 
degree of integration of the downhole monitoring system 
is greatly improved as well.

 3. Software design
Verilog HDL language is used in software develop-

ment. It is a formalized description language for digital 
circuits and systems; it is also one of the most widely 
used hardware description languages. It is suitable for 
system level, algorithm level, register transmission level, 
logical level and other design. Compared with traditional 
hardware description languages, Verilog HDL is intuitive 
and easy to master.

The concentration difference error in the design is 
realized by means of the macro module parametric ad-
dition/subtraction device called “lpm_ add_ sub”. The 
concentration rate is transferred by a parallel 10 bit syn-
chronous register “P10_register”. The trigger clock “clk” 
is set to 1KHz. When rising edge of clk arrives, the cur-
rent concentration error “error(t)” is stored in the regis-
ter. Before the third rising edge, the concentration error 
of the first two times error(t – 1) and error(t) are avail-
able; with “lpm_ add_ sub”, the concentration error rate 
is available.

The table of fuzzy rules is solidified in the ROM 
named LPM_ROM through program writing. The ROM 
address line width for LPM_ WIDTH is set to 8, of which 
4 are for high concentration deposit deviation error, and 4 
are for low concentration storage change rate. The fuzzy 
control table is written in the form of code, in the con-
figuration data file of ROM, named "ROM_ data".

 4. Simulation result
The gas concentration control system is simulated as 

a two-order system, so the simulation result can be ob-
tained with a second-order system shown in formula 3.

;                  (3)

The unit step function is used as input in the simula-
tion system. The system is built with the help of Simulink 
tool box in MATLAB; the block diagram of the system 
is shown in Fig. 4.

The simulation result is achieved when the unit step 
function is used as input in the system simulation. As 
shown in Fig. 5, a high reaction speed is achieved in the 
system when the input concentration is 2 %. The control 
system reaches the predetermined concentration of 1 % 
in 3 s with a smaller overshoot. The simulation result 
shows that it is suitable for use in mines with complex 
environment.

Table 4. Fuzzy control rules of the duty cycle

Rate
Error

0 P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9
NL 0 P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9
NM 0 P0 P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8
NS 0 P0 P0 P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7
0 0 P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9

PS P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P9
PM P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P9 P9
PL P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P9 P9 P9

Fig. 5. Simulation of fuzzy control system

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the system
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